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Abstract. In this contribution we consider the popular
widelaning technique from the viewpoint of ambiguity
decorrelation. It enables us to cast the technique into the
framework of the least-squares ambiguity decorrelation
adjustment (LAMBDA) and to analyse its relative
merits. In doing so, we will provide answers to the
following three questions. Does the widelane decorre-
late? Does it explicitly appear in the automated trans-
formation step of the LAMBDA method? Can one do
better than the widelane? It is shown that all three
questions can be answered in the armative. This holds
true for the ionosphere-®xed case, the ionosphere-¯oat
case, as well as for the ionosphere-weighted case.
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1 Introduction
Fast and high-precision GPS relative positioning often
relies on one's ability to resolve quickly the integer
values of the double-dierenced (DD) carrier-phase
ambiguities. This topic has therefore been a rich source
of GPS research over the last decade or so, resulting in a
variety of dierent methods and proposals for eciently
estimating the integer ambiguities, see e.g. Counselman
and Gourevitch (1981), Hatch (1982, 1989), Remondi
(1986), Blewitt (1989), Frei (1991), WuÈ bbena (1989,
1991), Allison (1991), Cocard and Geiger (1992), Euler
and Landau (1992), Goad (1992), Mervart et al. (1994).
When dual-frequency data are available, many of the
existing techniques make good use of the popular wid-
elaning technique. For the purpose of integer ambiguity
estimation, the widelane phase observable, with its rel-
atively long wavelength, relatively low noise behaviour
and relatively small ionospheric delay, is considered a
useful linear combination. The ambiguity of the wide-
lane observable is the dierence of the L1 and L2 DD
ambiguity. The least-squares ambiguity decorrelation
adjustment (LAMBDA), introduced in Teunissen
(1993), also makes use of integer linear combinations of
the original DD ambiguities. The transformation step of
this method is based on constructing integer linear
combinations of the DD ambiguities, such that new
ambiguities are obtained which are more precise and less
correlated than the original DD ambiguities. Examples
of its performance can be found in e.g. Teunissen (1994,
1995a), Teunissen and Tiberius (1994), Jonge and Ti-
berius (1996).
It is the goal of the present contribution to show how
the by now classical, but still often used, widelaning
technique ®ts into the framework of the LAMBDA
method. For that purpose, our study will give answers to
the following three questions: (1) Does the widelane
decorrelate? (2) Does the widelane appear in the trans-
formation step of the LAMBDA method? (3) Can one
do better than the widelane?
In order to be able to answer these three questions, we
®rst give a very brief review of the concepts underlying the
ambiguity decorrelation; this is done in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3,
wewill answer the ®rst question; there, we also present the
ambiguity variance matrix for the case in which the ion-
ospheric delays are assumed absent or known, for the case
in which the ionospheric delays are assumed present but
completely unknown, and for the case in which the ion-
ospheric delays are treated as random variables. In
Sect. 4, the second and third question are answered. The
transformation that produces the widelane is compared
to the sequence of steps that builds up the decorrelating
ambiguity transformations. The section is concludedwith
a number of numerical examples.
2 Integer ambiguity estimation in two dimensions
For the purpose of the sections following, we will give a
brief review of the least-squares ambiguity decorrelation
adjustment. Attention will be restricted to the two-
dimensional case.
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2.1 Integer least-squares
The linear(ized) GPS model of observation equations on
which the estimation of the integer ambiguities is based
is generally of the form
y  Aa Bb e 1
where y is a vector of `observed minus computed' DD
GPS observables, a is the vector of unknown integer DD
ambiguities, b is a vector that includes all remaining
unknown parameters and e is the vector that takes care
of the measurement noise and remaining unmodelled
eects. The matrices A and B are the appropriate design
matrices.
In order to solve for this system of equations, the
least-squares principle is applied. Since the ambiguities
are known to be integer, we are dealing with an integer
least-squares problem rather than a standard least-
squares problem. The integer least-squares problem can
be solved in three steps. First, an ordinary least-squares
solution is computed. Hence, in this step the integer
constraints on the ambiguities are discarded. As a result,










This solution is often referred to as the ¯oat solution.
In the second step, the results â and Qâ of the ®rst
step are used to compute the integer least-squares esti-
mates of the ambiguities. The integer least-squares es-
timate of a is denoted as a, and is the solution of
min
a
âÿ aT Qÿ1â âÿ a; a 2 Zn 3
where Zn is the n-dimensional space of integers. In two
dimensions, we have n  2. Once the minimizer a has
been found, the residual âÿ a is used to adjust the
¯oat solution b̂. This is done in the third step. As a result
the ®xed solution b and its variance matrix are obtained
as
b  b̂ÿ Qb̂âQÿ1â âÿ a; Qb  Qb̂ ÿ Qb̂âQÿ1â Qâb̂ 4
The computations needed for the ®rst and third step
are rather straightforward and can be based on standard
techniques. Not so however for the second step. Due to
the integer constraints on the ambiguities and the fact
that the ambiguity variance matrix is non-diagonal, the
solution of Eq. (3) must be obtained by means of a
search. The idea is to replace the global search space of
integers Zn by a local one, the so-called ambiguity search
space. It reads
âÿ aT Qÿ1â âÿ a  v2 5
It is centred at â, its shape and orientation are governed
by Qâ and its size can be controlled by v2. The size is
assumed to be set such that the sought integer least-
squares solution is indeed contained in the search space.
The solution is then obtained by searching through the
search space. The eciency of the search is poor,
however, when the search space is highly elongated,
having principal axes that fail to coincide with the grid
axes. The idea is therefore to replace the original integer
least-squares problem of Eq. (3) by an equivalent one,
but one that can be solved more eciently. This is done
in two steps. After replacing the original DD ambigu-
ities by new ones, a search based on a sequential
conditional least-squares adjustment is carried out. Both
steps are based on the idea of decorrelation.
2.2 Ambiguity decorrelation
The original least-squares problem of Eq. (3) is repara-
metrized and replaced by the equivalent problem
min
z
ẑÿ zT Qÿ1ẑ ẑÿ a; z 2 Zn 6
with
ẑ  ZT â and Qẑ  ZT QâZ
In order for this transformed problem to be equivalent
to the original problem, the matrix Z needs to be integer
and volume preserving (Teunissen 1995b). In two
dimensions, preserving the volume means preserving
the area of the search space. Once the integer least-
squares solution z of the transformed problem has been
found, the solution of the original problem is found
through the back transformation a  ZÿT z.
Matrix ZT should be constructed in such a way that it
decorrelates. That is, it should make Qẑ more diagonal
than the original ambiguity variance matrix Qâ. Let the










Let us ®rst consider the case of a full decorrelation. A
complete decorrelation is achieved by means of either
one of the following two matrices










The resulting variance matrices are diagonal and read









where r2a1ja2 and r
2
a2ja1 are conditional variances. Note
that the two matrices of Eq. (8) satisfy two out of the
three necessary conditions. They both decorrelate and
they are both area preserving. Their entries, however,
are not all integer. In order to repair this situation, the
idea is to replace them by their integer approximation.




a1 are rounded to their
nearest integer. This results in two matrices, which are
still area preserving and now also integer. The full
decorrelation property is lost however. In fact, a full
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decorrelation will very seldom be attainable by means of
integer matrices. Still, we can reach a signi®cant
decorrelation if we use both matrices in a sequence,
one after the other. This implies that we ®rst replace the
®rst ambiguity a1 by a new ambiguity a01, which is an
integer linear combination of a1 and a2. Then we replace
the second ambiguity a2 by a new ambiguity a02, which is
an integer linear combination of a01 and a2. In each step,
a decorrelation will occur. This process is then repeated
until no further decorrelation is possible. Hence, matrix
ZT is constructed from a sequence of transformations of










in which z12 and z21 are in each step taken as the nearest
integer to the appropriate ratio of ambiguity covariance
and ambiguity variance. A geometric description of this
decorrelating ambiguity transformation is given in
Teunissen (1995a).
2.3 Integer least-squares search
Once the decorrelating ambiguity transformation has
been constructed, the transformed search space can be
formulated as
ẑÿ zT Qÿ1ẑ ẑÿ z  v2 11
By applying a conditional least-squares adjustment, we








with the conditional least-squares estimate
ẑ2j1  ẑ2 ÿ rz2z1rÿ2z1 ẑ1 ÿ z1. The sum of squares allows
us to describe the search space by means of bounds on
the two individual ambiguities,
ẑ1 ÿ z12  r2z1v2
ẑ2j1 ÿ z22  r2z2j1v02
(
13
with v02  v2 ÿ ẑ1 ÿ z12=r2z1 . The search for the integer
least-squares solution can now very brie¯y be described
as follows. First one selects an integer ambiguity z1 that
satis®es the ®rst bound. Then, based on this chosen
integer value, the conditional least-squares estimate ẑ2j1
and scalar v02 are computed. These values are then used
to select an integer ambiguity z2 that satis®es the second
bound. By repeating this process, admissible integer
pairs z1; z2 are obtained, from which then the sought
integer least-squares ambiguities can be chosen. More
details on the intricacies of this conditional least-squares-
based search, including a geometric description and
some useful variations, can be found in Teunissen (1993),
Teunissen (1995a) and Jonge and Tiberius (1996).
The reasons why the preceding search is so much
more ecient than when applied to the original DD
ambiguities are twofold. First, search halting occurs
repeatedly when the search would be executed in terms
of the original DD ambiguities. This can be explained as
follows. Since r2a2ja1  r2a21ÿ q2a1a2, it follows, if the
correlation coecient qa1a2 is close to one and the two
ambiguity variances are about equal, that r2a2ja1  r2a1 .
This implies, when the search is based on the use of the
DD ambiguities, that the second bound of Eq. (13) is
much sharper than the ®rst bound, which in fact is
rather loose due to the poor precision of the DD am-
biguities. Thus the ®rst bound admits quite some integer
candidates, whereas the second bound does not. Hence,
everytime an integer candidate is found for the ®rst
ambiguity a1, a high likelihood exists of not being able
to match it with an admissible integer for the second
ambiguity a2. This search halting is due to the poor
precision of the DD ambiguities and the fact that they
are highly correlated.
The second reason why the search is so much more
ecient has to do with the chosen size of the search
space. It will be clear that prior to the search, a value for
the scale factor v2 needs to be chosen. This value should
not be too large, but also not too small. Too large a
value implies that the search space would contain an
abundance of unnecessary grid points. However, in or-
der not to end up with an empty search space, the value
should also not be too small. Due to the high precision
and low correlation of the transformed ambiguities, it is
possible to downsize the search space and still guarantee
that it will contain at least one grid point, or if needed
for validation, two grid points. In order to guarantee
that the search space contains at least one single grid
point, we proceed as follows. Starting from the real-
valued least-squares estimate of the transformed ambi-
guities ẑ, we round each of its two entries to their
nearest integer. This will give an integer vector, which
then is substituted for z into the quadratic form of
Eq. (11). The value of v2 is then taken to be equal to the
value of the quadratic form. This approach guarantees
that the search space will at least contain one grid point.
Also the number of grid points contained in it will be
small. This is due to the high precision and low corre-
lation of the transformed ambiguities. In fact, it often
happens that the search space so obtained only contains
one grid point, since in many cases the rounded integer
vector of ẑ already equals the integer least-squares es-
timate z. This procedure takes full advantage of the
transformed ambiguities. It will not work with the
original DD ambiguities. Numerical examples showing
how well the procedure works can be found in Teunis-
sen et al. (1996).
3 Does the widelane decorrelate?
In the previous section we gave a brief outline of the
steps involved in the least-squares ambiguity decorrela-
tion adjustment; no mention has been made of the
widelane. Witnessing the enormous literature on the
topic of integer ambiguity estimation however, the
widelane still plays a prominant role in many of the
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ambiguity ®xing procedures that have been proposed
and published. This is puzzling, in the sense that if the
widelane has a role to play in the process of integer
ambiguity estimation, it should ®t into the theory of the
previous section. In this section we will make a start by
showing how the widelane relates to the concepts of the
previous section.
3.1 The widelane observable and the widelane ambiguity
The observation equations on which our analysis will be
based are those of the geometry-free model. For a single
epoch i, they read as
/1i  qi ÿ l1Ii  k1a1  e/1i
/2i  qi ÿ l2Ii  k2a2  e/2i
p1i  qi  l1Ii  ep1i
p2i  qi  l2Ii  ep2i
14
with /1i and /2i, the DD phase observables on L1
and L2 at epoch i, expressed in units of range, rather
than in cycles; p1i and p2i, the corresponding code
observables; qi, the DD form of the unknown ranges
from receivers to satellites; k1 and k2, the known
wavelengths of the L1 and L2 frequency; a1 and a2, the
two unknown integer carrier phase ambiguities; Ii, the
unknown DD ionospheric delay at epoch i; l1 and l2,
the known wavelength ratios l1  k1k2, l2  k2k1; and,
e/1i, e/2i, ep1i and ep2i, the a priori residuals that
contain the measurement noises and remaining unmod-
elled eects.
This model is referred to as geometry-free because it
dispenses with the receiver-satellite geometry. The ob-
servation equations are therefore linear from the outset
and hence no further linearization is needed. Note that
the tropospheric delays have not been modelled explic-
itly in Eq. (14). The reason for this is that, when present,
they would automatically get lumped with the range
parameters qi. This implies that all unknown param-
eters in the model, except the range parameters qi, can
be estimated free from tropospheric biases. Also note,
since the equations are in DD form, that the data are
based on using two receivers, both tracking the same
two satellites. The two receivers may be in motion or
may be stationary.
In many GPS applications, a prominent role is played
by certain linear combinations of the original phase and/
or code observables. Depending on the application at
hand, derived observables are formed with certain
properties, such as being invariant for qi or being in-
variant for Ii. In relation to ambiguity ®xing, it is often
the widelane combination that acts in a prominent role.
Examples can be found in Hatch (1982, 1989), WuÈ bbena
(1989), Allison (1991), Euler and Landau (1992), Goad
(1992), Cocard and Geiger (1992), Bock (1996).
When one refers to the widelane combination, it is
®rst of all important to make clear whether one refers to
the widelane observable or to the widelane ambiguity.












whereas the widelane ambiguity is de®ned as
aw  a2 ÿ a1 16
The observation equation of the widelane observable
has the same structure as the observation equations of
the two original phase obervables given in Eq. (14). It
reads
/wi  qi  Ii  kwaw  e/wi 17
in which kw is referred to as the widelane wavelength. It








The structure of the widelane observation equation,
together with the precision of the widelane observable
and the magnitude of the coecients in the observation
equation, are usually used as arguments for using the
widelaning technique in ambiguity ®xing. That is, for the
purpose of ambiguity ®xing, one considers the widelan-
ing technique useful since it produces a phase observable
having a relatively long wavelength, together with a still
reasonably small ionospheric delay and noise that is not
too greatly ampli®ed. It is contended by the present
author that this reasoning, although not entirely false, is
at least incomplete and inaccurate.
First we would like to make clear that the explicit use
of the widelane observable does not bring in anything
extra. In fact, one can do without it. It will be clear that
all available information is contained in the observation
equations of Eq. (14). It will also be clear that no loss of
information is experienced when a one-to-one transfor-
mation is applied to the observables. Thus, if the fol-















is applied to Eq. (14), we obtain the transformed
observation equations
/wi  qi  Ii  kwa2 ÿ a1  e/wi
/2i  qi ÿ l2Ii  k2a2  e/2i
p1i  qi  l1Ii  ep1i
p2i  qi  l2Ii  ep2i
20
in which we recognize the widelane observable /wi.
This set of equations has the same information content
as Eq. (14). Thus if a proper least-squares adjustment is
carried out on the basis of this set, one will get a solution
which is identical to the solution one would get when
using Eq. (14). The two solutions will dier only when
not all equations of Eq. (20) are used, or when the
correlation between /wi and /2i is not properly
taken into account. But in that case the solution will be
of less quality, since some of the available information is
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then left out. Since a proper least-squares adjustment of
either Eq. (14) or Eq. (20) will give identical solutions,
there is no real advantage gained by using Eq. (20). In
fact, with Eq. (20) one has to make sure that proper care
is taken of the correlation that has been introduced.
Note that Eq. (20) has still been parametrized in
terms of the original ambiguities a1 and a2. Let us now











When substituted into Eq. (20), we get
/wi  qi  Ii  kwaw  e/wi
/2i  qi ÿ l2Ii  k2a2  e/2i
p1i  qi  l1Ii  ep1i
p2i  qi  l2Ii  ep2i
22
in which we recognize the widelane observation equa-
tion. Since the parameter transformation is one-to-one,
we are still dealing with all the information content
available. But now of course, since we are solving for a
dierent set of parameters, their individual estimates
together with their precision will dier from those of the
original parameters. In the present case, this only holds
for a1 and aw, since all other parameters remained the
same. It is in this context that one should understand the
potential usefulness of the widelaning technique. That is,
by replacing one of the original ambiguities with the
widelane ambiguity, one introduces a new parameter
which generally will have a least-squares solution that
diers from the least-squares solution of the parameter
it replaced. Hence, also its precision will dier in
general. And only when its precision is better than the
precision of the parameter it replaced will the widelane
ambiguity be an asset for the ambiguity ®xing process.
Its better precision will then make it easier to solve for
its corresponding integer least-squares estimate.
With the relevance of the parameter transformation
in mind, it will be clear that also in this context the
widelane observable is not needed explicitly. That is,
instead of using the parameter transformation Eq. (21)
to transform Eq. (20) into Eq. (22), one can use it
equally well to transform the original observation
equations of Eq. (14) into
/1i  qi ÿ l1Ii  k1a2 ÿ aw  e/1i
/2i  qi ÿ l2Ii  k2a2  e/2i
p1i  qi  l1Ii  ep1i
p2i  qi  l2Ii  ep2i
23
Both sets of observation equations, (22) and (23),
contain the same information and are parametrized in
terms of the same parameters. Hence, their least-squares
solutions are also identical.
The fact that both Eqs. (22) and (23) give identical
solutions also shows why one has to be careful using
such arguments as `the widelaning technique is useful,
since it produces a phase observable having a relatively
long wavelength, together with a still reasonably small
ionospheric delay and a noise that is not too greatly
ampli®ed'. The real test for assessing the usefulness of
the widelane ambiguity, or for that matter any other
ambiguity that might be introduced, lies in the ambi-
guity variance matrix. It is in this matrix where all the
various aspects of the model come together, such as the
a priori precision of the observables, the presence or
absence of the ionospheric delays and the magnitude of
the coecients of the design matrix. Hence, in order
really to understand the potential usefulness of the
widelane ambiguities, we need to know the complete
ambiguity variance matrix.
3.2 The ambiguity variance matrix
In order to use a model which is suciently ¯exible as
far as the ionospheric delays are concerned, we will
model them as random variables. The use of an a priori
weighted ionosphere has been discussed in, e.g., Wild
and Beutler (1991), Schaer (1994) and Bock (1996). The
sample values of the ionospheric delays can be taken
from an externally provided ionospheric model, see e.g.
Georgiadou (1994), Wild (1994), Wanninger (1995). In
some applications it even suces to take zero as the
sample value. The a priori uncertainty in the ionospheric
delays will be modelled through its variance being given
as s2I . The value of s
2
I depends in a large part on the
interstation distance between the two receivers. Since the
ionosphere decorrelates as function of the interstation
distance, s2I is at its maximum for baselines where the
ionosphere is fully decorrelated, and it gets smaller the
shorter the baselines become. For suciently short
baselines, it can be taken equal to zero. A proposal on
how to describe s2I as a function of the interstation
distance can be found in Bock (1996).
Modelling the ionospheric delays as random vari-
ables allows us to consider three versions of the geom-
etry-free model. The version in which the ionospheric
delays are assumed absent or known (s2I  0), the ver-
sion in which the ionospheric delays are assumed pres-
ent, but completely unknown (s2I  1), and the version
in which the ionospheric delays are assumed present and
known with uncertainty (0 < s2I <1). The ®rst version
will be referred to as the ionosphere-®xed model, the
second as the ionosphere-¯oat model and the third as the
ionosphere-weighted model.
The variance matrix of the L1 and L2 ambiguities
follows once one solves the model given by Eq. (14), or
for that matter Eq. (20), in a least-squares sense. To
obtain the solution for the ionosphere-weighted case,
one of course has to include the ionospheric observation
equations with corresponding variance s2I . Setting s
2
I  0
would then give the ionosphere-®xed solution and set-
ting s2I  1 gives the ionosphere-¯oat solution. Upon
solving the geometry-free model in a least-squares sense,
using k epochs of data, the ambiguity variance matrix
follows as
Qâs2I   aQâ0  1ÿ aQâ1 24
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with
Qâ0  1k Kÿ1 r2/I2  12 r2pe2eT2
h i
Kÿ1
Qâ1  1k Kÿ1
h
r2/  r2pI2 
2r2pl1l2
l2ÿl12




and where r2/ denotes the phase variance, r
2
p the code
variance and K  diagk1; k2, e2  1; 1T , l  l1;
l2T . Note that we have given the ambiguity variance
matrix an argument in order to discriminate between the
three versions 0 < s2I <1, s2I  0 and s2I  1. Also note
that the ambiguity variance matrix of the ionosphere-
weighted version equals a scalar weighted mean of the
ambiguity variance matrices Qâ0 and Qâ1. The










It is driven by the ratio of the a priori ionospheric
variance and the code variance. Note that 2r2p=l2 ÿ l12 is the variance with which the ionosphere
can be estimated from a single epoch of code data
only.
In the previous section we already indicated that the
eciency of computing the integer least-squares solution
of the DD ambiguities is hindered by the fact that they
are highly correlated. Having their ambiguity variance
matrix available, we are now in a position to show this.
In case of the ionosphere-®xed version, the correlation






This shows, since the precision of the phase observables
is so much better than that of the code observables, that
the correlation coecient must be very close to 1. For a
phase-code variance ratio of 10ÿ4, we have
qa1a20  0:9998, which is very close to 1 indeed.
When we consider the ionosphere-¯oat case, the
correlation coecient follows from Eq. (25) as
This correlation coecient is also very close to 1. For a
phase-code variance ratio of 10ÿ4, we have
qa1a21  0:9995.
From the scalar weighted mean of Eq. (24), it follows
that the correlation coecient of the ionosphere-
weighted case interpolates between qa1a20 and
qa1a21. The conclusion is reached, therefore, that the
L1 and L2 ambiguities are indeed extremely correlated
for the whole range of ionospheric spatial decorrelation
one can think of.
3.3 The precision of the widelane ambiguity
Now that we have the formulae for the three types of
ambiguity variance matrix available, we are in a position
to analyse whether the widelane ambiguity decorrelates
or not. In order to do so, we ®rst will establish that
decorrelation, when it occurs, goes hand in hand with an
improvement in precision.
Let the two original DD ambiguities a1; a2 be re-
placed through an area-preserving transformation by
a01; a2. Thus the second ambiguity remains unchanged
and the ®rst is replaced by an integer linear combination
of the two original ambiguities. Since the transformation
is area preserving, the determinant of the original am-
biguity variance matrix is identical to the determinant of
the transformed ambiguity variance matrix. Hence,
r2a1r
2
a2 ÿ r2a1a2  r2a01r
2

















This shows that the ambiguity a01 decorrelates if and
only if its precision is better than the precision of the
ambiguity it replaced. Interpreting the ambiguity a01 as
the widelane ambiguity, it follows that the question of
decorrelation can be answered by concentrating on the
precision of the widelane ambiguity. Since r2a2  r2a1 for
both the ionosphere-®xed case and the ionosphere-¯oat
case, it follows from the weighted mean Eq. (24) that the
inequality also holds true for the ionosphere-weighted
case. Hence, in order to show whether or not the
widelane ambiguity decorrelates, it suces to show
whether or not the widelane ambiguity is of a better
precision than the L2 ambiguity.
3.3.1 Ionosphere-weighted case 0 < s2I <1. From the
weighted mean of ambiguity variance matrices Eq. (24),
it follows that
r2aws2I   r2a2s2I  , ar2aw0 ÿ r2a20
 1ÿ ar2aw1 ÿ r2a21  0
30
If we can show that the terms within the square brackets
are smaller or at the most equal to zero, it follows, since
the weight a satis®es the bounds 0  a  1, that the





















precision of the widelane ambiguity is better than the
precision of the two original ambiguities. It follows then
that the widelane indeed decorrelates.
3.3.2 Ionosphere-®xed case s2I  0. For the case where
the ionospheric delays are assumed absent or known, the
variances of the L2 ambiguity and the widelane ambi-
guity follow from Eq. (25) as
r2a20  1kk22
h













Note that the coecient of the phase variance is largest
for the widelane ambiguity, but that the coecient of
the code variance is largest for the L2 ambiguity. It
follows from Eq. (31) that








This shows that it is the variance ratio of phase and code
which is instrumental in deciding whether or not the
widelane ambiguity has a better precision. The widelane
ambiguity will have a precision that is poorer than that
of the L2 ambiguity, when the code data are suciently
precise in relation to the precision of the phase data. But
this will clearly not happen in practice. The phase data
are so much more precise than the code data, that the
above bound on the phase-code variance ratio is easily
ful®lled.
3.3.3 Ionosphere-¯oat case s2I  1. For the case where
the ionospheric delays are assumed present and com-
pletely unknown, the variances of the L2 ambiguity and
























Again we note that the coecient of the phase variance
is largest for the widelane ambiguity, but that the
coecient of the code variance is largest for the L2
ambiguity. It follows from Eq. (33) that










This is a very loose bound on the phase-code variance
ratio. It is much looser than our previous bound of
Eq. (32) and it will only fail to hold when the precision
of the code data is far better than the precision of the
phase data. This, however, will never be the case. Thus
also in the case of an ionosphere-¯oat solution, will the
widelane ambiguity have a precision that is better than
the precision of the two original DD ambiguities. When
combining Eqs. (32) and (34) with Eq. (30) we thus
reach the conclusion that, for all practical purposes, the
widelane ambiguity indeed decorrelates.
4 How does the widelane ®t in?
Now that we know that the widelane indeed decorre-
lates, it is natural to ask the question how the widelane
®ts in with the theory as discussed in Sect. 2; that is,
does the widelane ambiguity have a place in the
decorrelating ambiguity transformation ZT ? And if it
does, in what way does it ®t in? In this section, we will
provide answers to these two questions.
4.1 The widelane as initialization?
When working with the widelane, we have two options.
Either the widelane ambiguity replaces the L1 ambiguity,










Actually, the ®rst transformation replaces a1 with ÿaw.
This change of sign is, however, not relevant. Note that
both these transformations are members of the two
transformations of Eq. (10), the ones that are used in the
LAMBDA method. Thus in principle it is possible that
the widelane ambiguity is encountered while the ambi-
guity transformation ZT is constructed. In order to ®nd
out whether or not this is the case, we ®rst need to decide
which one of the two transformations of Eq. (35) will
give the largest decorrelation. Since both transforma-
tions are area preserving, the determinant of the
variance matrix of âw; â2 will be identical to the
determinant of the variance matrix of â1; âw. Hence,







) r2a2 < r2a1 , q2a2aw < q2a1aw
n o
36
This shows that, since the L2 ambiguity is more precise
than the L1 ambiguity, the largest decorrelation is
achieved when a1 is replaced by aw. Hence we can







In order for the LAMBDA method to encounter the
widelane ambiguity, we need to show whether or not the
nearest integer of ra1a2r
ÿ2
a2 equals 1. That is, whether or
not z12  ra1a2rÿ2a2   1, in which : denotes rounding to
the nearest integer.
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4.1.1 Ionosphere-weighted case 0 < s2I <1. The inte-
ger z12 is chosen equal to 1 when ra1a2s2I rÿ2a2 s2I  2 12 ; 32.
From the scalar weighted mean of Eq. (24), it follows
that
This shows that if the conditions are satis®ed for both
the ionosphere- ®xed case and the ionosphere-¯oat case,
then they are also satis®ed for the intermediate iono-
sphere-weighted case.
4.1.2 Ionosphere-®xed case s2I  0. The ratio of the












From this, it follows that
ra1a20 > 12r2a20 ,
r2/
r2p
< l2 ÿ 12  0:78
ra1a20 < 32r2a20 ,
r2/
r2p
> 13 l2 ÿ 12  ÿ0:07
8>><>>: 40
Again we obtain bounds on the phase-code variance
ratio. The second bound is, of course, always satis®ed.
But the ®rst bound is also satis®ed for all practical
purposes. Hence we may conclude that, at least for the
ionosphere-®xed version, z12 will always be set equal to 1.
4.1.3 Ionosphere-¯oat case s2I  1. In case the iono-
spheric delays are assumed present and completely
unknown, the ratio of the L1=L2 covariance with the
variance of L2, follows from Eq. (25) as
From this, it follows that
It is clear that both these bounds on the phase-code
variance ratio are satis®ed. Hence, also for the iono-
sphere-¯oat version, the integer z12 will be set equal to 1.
Together with Eqs. (40) and (38), this implies that the
integer z12 will always be set equal to 1, irrespective of
the amount of spatial decorrelation of the ionosphere,
that is, irrespective of the length of baseline used. We
have thus reached the remarkable conclusion that the
decorrelating ambiguity transformation of the LAMB-
DA method is always automatically initialized through
the widelane transformation. This is a pleasing result,
since it shows how the popular widelane ambiguity ®ts
into the theory of Sect. 2.
4.2 Can one do better than the widelane?
Now that we know the decorrelating ambiguity trans-
formation ZT automatically gets initialized by means of
the widelane ambiguity, the question that remains to be
answered is: Is the next transformation step in the
sequence that builds up ZT equal to the identity matrix?
If it is, then the widelane ambiguity would give the
largest decorrelation possible. If not, then further
improvements are still possible.
Before we try to answer this question let us ®rst
consider the precision of the widelane ambiguity for the
two extreme cases, ionosphere-®xed and ionosphere-
¯oat. We have seen that the widelane decorrelates and
that its precision is better than the precision of either the
L1 or the L2 ambiguity. It also follows from Eqs. (31)
and (33) that the precision of the widelane ambiguity
diers only a little when we consider the two extreme
cases of s2I  0 and s2I  1. For the ratio of their stan-
dard deviations, we have raw1=raw0  1:008.
Hence, their precision is very close indeed. However, the
amount of decorrelation which is achieved by the
widelane transformation diers considerably between
the two cases. For the ionosphere-®xed case, we have
qa2aw0  0:9959, while we get qa2aw1  0:2290 for


































l22 ÿ l2  1 ÿ 1  43:27








l22 ÿ 3l2  1 ÿ 1  ÿ14:02
8>><>>: 42
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the ionosphere-¯oat case. Hence, the widelane trans-
formation only marginally decorrelates when the base-
lines are short, but it gives a signi®cant decorrelation
when the baselines are long. This dierence in amount of
decorrelation already indicates that we cannot expect
the follow up of the widelane transformation to be the
same for all baseline lengths. Thus although the ®rst step
in the sequence of ZT is the same for all values of s2I , the
following steps, provided they exist, will in all likelihood
dier.
Following the initialization through the widelane, the






with z21  ra2awrÿ2aw  43
It will be clear that no further improvement after the
widelane transformation is possible when z21 turns out
to be equal to zero. This is the case when ra2aw
rÿ2aw 2 ÿ 12 ; 12. Let us now consider what happens with
the two extreme versions of the geometry-free model.
4.2.1 Ionosphere-®xed case s2I  0. When we apply the
widelane transformation to the ambiguity variance



















From this, it follows that














4.2.2 Ionosphere-¯oat case s2I  1.When we apply the
widelane transformation to the ambiguity variance
matrix Qâ1, it follows from Eq. (25) that
From this, it follows that
In both cases, Eqs. (45) and (47), we observe that the
®rst bound on the phase-code variance ratio is trivially
ful®lled, whereas the second bound will not be satis®ed
with the currently available precision of code and phase.
The conclusion is therefore, for both of these cases and
thus also for the ionosphere-weighted case, that the
ambiguity transformation of Eq. (43) will not reduce to
the identity transformation. Hence it is indeed possible
to do a better job than the widelane transformation does
and, moreover, it is the least-squares ambiguity decor-
relation adjustment of Sect. 2 that automatically pro-
duces the required optimal decorrelating ambiguity
transformation ZT .
To conclude, we will now give some examples of the
decorrelating ambiguity transformation ZT . They vary
for varying values of the variance ratio of phase and
code.
Example 1. Let us start with an unrealistically high
precision for the code observable: rp  3 cm. With
r/  0:3 cm, this gives a phase-code variance ratio of
r2/=r
2
p  0:01. As a result we have for the ionosphere-
®xed case, ra2awr
ÿ2
aw  ÿ1:98 and thus z21  ÿ2. Hence,
combined with the widelane transformation, this gives
ZT  1 0
2 1
  ÿ1 1
0 1
 
 ÿ1 1ÿ2 3
 
It can be shown that this is indeed the optimal
decorrelating ambiguity transformation. The correlation
coecient of the transformed ambiguities equals
qz1z2  0:01. As remarked earlier, the sign of an indi-
vidual ambiguity is not relevant. Hence, instead of
having a1 replaced by aw in the ®rst step, one could also
have it replaced by ÿaw. In that case, the o-diagonal
entry of the second transformation would be ÿ2 instead
of 2.
Example 2. If we now choose instead of 3 cm, a code
standard deviation of rp  10 cm, the phase-code
variance ratio reduces to r2/=r
2
p  0:0009. As a result
we now have, ra2awr
ÿ2
aw  ÿ3:31, and thus z21  ÿ3.
Again it can be shown that only two transformation

































ÿ 1  0:12
8>><>>: 47
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ZT  1 0
3 1
  ÿ1 1
0 1
 
 ÿ1 1ÿ3 4
 
The correlation coecient of the transformed ambigu-
ities equals qz1z2  ÿ0:32. Remembering that the wide-
lane transformation only resulted in a marginal decor-
relation, the second step thus gives a considerable
improvement over the ®rst step.
Example 3. If we consider a further reduction in the
phase-code variance ratio, say to the level of
r2/=r
2
p  10ÿ4, then not two, but three transformation
steps are used





  ÿ1 1
0 1
 
 ÿ3 4ÿ4 5
 
Note that the widelane transformation appears twice.
This con®rms the discussion of Sect. 3.1, namely that
the test of which integer linear combinations of the DD
ambiguites are to be taken should be based on the
complete ambiguity variance matrix and not on isolated
arguments as to the a priori precision of the widelane
observable and the magnitude of the coecients in its
observation equation. Also note that although the
widelane transformation appears twice, neither one of
the two transformed ambiguities equals the widelane
ambiguity.
If, instead of having the pair aw; a2 after the ®rst
step, one would have used the pair ÿaw; a2, then the
sequence of three transformations would read









 ÿ3 4ÿ4 5
 
The correlation coecient of the transformed ambigu-
ities equals qz1z2  ÿ0:42.
Example 4. In the ionosphere-¯oat case we have
ra2awr
ÿ2
aw  ÿ7:39, when the phase-code variance ratio
equals r2/=r
2
p  10ÿ4, and ra2awrÿ2aw  ÿ7:42, when the
phase-code variance ratio equals r2/=r
2
p  0:25 10ÿ4.
In both cases, we have z21  ÿ7. It can be shown that in
both cases also two transformation steps suce. Hence,
we have
ZT  1 0
7 1






Although the decorrelating ambiguity transformation is
the same for both cases, the decorrelation achieved is, of
course, not the same. For the ®rst case we have
qz1z2  0:0123 and for the second case we have
qz1z2  0:0135. Both cases are a considerable improve-
ment on the correlation coecient of 0:2290 of the ®rst
step.
5 Summary
In this contribution we studied the widelaning technique
in relation to the theory of least-squares ambiguity
decorrelation adjustment. For the bene®t of analysing
the widelaning technique, we brought together the
relevant concepts in Sect. 2. It was emphasized that
the computation of the integer least-squares DD
ambiguities is often hindered because of their poor
precision and very high correlation. That is why in the
LAMBDA method use is made of ambiguities other
than the DD ambiguities. The ambiguities that are used
are in a one-to-one relation with the original DD
ambiguities, but have, due to the way they are con-
structed, a much better precision and a much smaller
correlation coecient.
When studying the widelaning technique, it is im-
portant to understand the principles on which it is
based. We therefore emphasized that the real test for the
potential usefulness of the widelane should be based on
the ambiguity variance matrix, rather than on isolated
and often too vague arguments relating to the precision
of the widelane observable and the magnitude of the
coecients in the observation equations. Since the am-
biguity variance matrix is the vehicle used for evaluating
the set of ambiguities, we presented the variance matrix
of the least-squares DD ambiguities using the geometry-
free model. We distinguished between three versions,
which together cover short-, medium- and long-baseline
applications.
In order to analyse how the widelaning technique ®ts
into the theory of Sect. 2, we posed the following three
questions: (1) Does the widelane ambiguity decorrelate?
(2) Does the widelane ambiguity show up in the ambi-
guity transformation ZT ? (3) Can we do better than the
widelane? It was shown that all three questions could be
answered in the armative and that the widelane am-
biguity indeed produces a smaller correlation coecient
in general. This holds true for all baseline lengths. It was
also shown that the exceptions to this rule are not likely
to be met in practice because of the high precision of the
phase observables in relation to that of the code ob-
servables.
Since the widelane ambiguity could be shown to de-
correlate, and since ambiguity decorrelation is the basic
concept that lies at the root of the material of Sect. 2,
the logical next step was to investigate whether the
widelane ambiguity shows up in the decorrelating am-
biguity transformation of the LAMBDA method. It was
shown for each of the three versions of the geometry-
free model and for the whole range of values the phase-
code variance ratio may take in practice, that the
widelane transformation is always the ®rst step in the
sequence that builds up the decorrelating ambiguity
transformation. Hence, the LAMBDA method always
gets automatically initialized with the widelane.
Finally, we inquired whether the use of the widelane
ambiguity is the best one can do. This turned out not to
be the case. In other words, the decorrelating ambiguity
transformation goes beyond the widelane in its eort to
obtain ambiguities which are maximally decorrelated. In
the ionosphere-®xed case, for instance, the widelane
ambiguity only achieves a change in the correlation
coecient from about 0.9998 to 0.9959, whereas the
complete decorrelating ambiguity transformation typi-
cally achieves a correlation coecient in the order of 0.3
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to 0.4. The widelane transformation does have a better
record in the ionosphere-¯oat case, bringing the corre-
lation coecient down from 0.9995 to 0.2290. But also
here a further improvement is achieved when using the
decorrelating ambiguity transformation, bringing the
correlation coecient further down to about 0.01.
One result of our analysis is that the rather old, but
still popular widelaning technique has been cast and
explained in the context of our theory of Sect. 2. A
second is that we have shown that this technique is not
explicitly needed. The widelaning technique is as ini-
tialization embedded in the LAMBDA method. More-
over, this method is capable of automatically improving
upon the results achieved with the widelane. That is,
once the ambiguity variance matrix is given, the method
will be able to construct the optimal decorrelating am-
biguity transformation automatically.
The limitations of the widelaning technique come
even more to the fore if one considers models other than
the geometry-free model, such as the geometry-based
model, in which the relative receiver-satellite geometry is
explicitly taken into account (Teunissen 1997). First, the
widelaning technique requires the presence of dual-fre-
quency data. Secondly, the widelaning technique does
not have the capability to take the impact of the re-
ceiver-satellite geometry on the ambiguity variance
matrix into account. Both these limitations are absent
when using the method of Sect. 2. Examples thereof can
be found in e.g. Teunissen (1994, 1995a), Jonge and
Tiberius (1996).
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